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16L2L2 consists of learning to collaborate to successfully face L2L challenges. It is inseparable
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18togetherness becomes a necessity then. We describe the first cycle of a design-based research
19study aimed at promoting L2L2. We rely on previous research to identify collective reflection,
20mutual engagement and peer assessment as possible directions for desirable L2L2 practices.
21We describe a CSCL tool: the Metafora system that we designed to provide affordances for
22L2L2. Through three cases in which Metafora was used in classrooms, we describe the
23practices and mini-culture that actually developed. In all contexts, groups of students engaged
24either in mathematical problem solving or in scientific inquiry and argumentation. These cases
25show that L2L2 is a tangible educational goal, and that it was partially attained. We show how
26the experiments we undertook refined our view of L2L2 and may help in improving further
27educational practice.
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28What is learning to learn together (L2L2 =Q5)?

29The Learning Sciences constitute a domain in which ideologies often direct decisions about
30objects of research. This is the case of Learning to Learn (L2L), which is often referred to by
31governments and large organizations as the most important knowledge-age skill since it equips
32people to adapt flexibly in a time of rapid change (e.g., Q6OECD 2001, 2004). L2L is a set of
33capacities and meta-strategies that help the individual learner face challenges for which he/she
34has to be specifically prepared (e.g., Claxton 2004; Fredriksson and Hoskins 2007; Higgins
35et al 2006). L2L fits a liberal or even capitalist ideology that prepares the individual learner to
36be an autonomous explorer in a changing world. Within this framework, Deanna Kuhn
37provides a conceptual definition of L2L. In Education for Thinking, Kuhn (2005) distinguishes
38between two types of skills that circumscribe Learning to Learn: Learning to Learn means
39developing skills of inquiry, and skills of argument. The boundary drawn by Kuhn and her
40distinction between the realm of inquiry and of argumentation is fundamental. Inquiry consists
41of procedures for apprehending the realm of experience and drawing proper conclusions.
42Argumentation is a central tool for the construction of knowledge. Many studies have
43demonstrated how to develop inquiry skills and argument skills separately.
44Two caveats stand in front of these important successes. First, the term “skill,” which is so
45important in Kuhn’s enterprise and in OECD’s rhetoric, stands in tension with the ambition to
46educate children to be part of a changing world: The term “skill” points at tradition and not at
47change. In traditional education, more experienced people guide the less experienced in
48particular skills. L2L aims at preparing the individual learner to be an autonomous explorer
49in a changing world. There is something presumptuous and at the same time traditional in this
50novel objective, the fact that the individual can be trained by instructors who know in advance
51the learning goals to be attained and the ways to attain them. But how can tradition help people
52change for a rapidly evolving world? Of course, it is possible to answer that for this very
53reason Learning to Learn partly consists of acquiring meta-strategies that are general enough
54to be applicable to situations that are totally new. However, the dubious results of research
55literature on transfer suggest that traditional teaching based on the learning of skills is not
56adequate.
57The second caveat relates to the distinction drawn by Kuhn between inquiry and argumen-
58tation. While this distinction is important, the implementation of both of them in classrooms is
59not easy. In the EC-funded project ESCALATE, five teams from France, Greece, Switzerland,
60Israel and the UK implemented learning units interweaving inquiry and argumentation in
61science classrooms (Schwarz 2007; Schwarz et al. 2011). To ease the enactment of inquiry and
62argumentation practices, the teams capitalized on various software: microworlds for scientific
63inquiry and software for graphically representing argumentative moves. Although some local
64successes could be identified, comparisons between observations in all the learning sites made
65clear that the implementation was a failure. Reasons for the failure were multiple, but two were
66particularly salient. First, teachers had difficulties in orchestrating guidance in the context of 20
67to 30 students in a classroom. Second, although they arranged students in small groups,
68different technological tools supported inquiry and argumentation activities and this separation
69made it difficult to reason/argue about experiences they had. The simultaneity of inquiry and
70argumentation activities could not be reached.
71We saw, therefore, that although several programs have been successful in promoting L2L
72skills, the term “skill” constrains the learning to a legacy transmitted by competent adults and
73this constraint leads to missing the goal of preparing children to face new challenges in a time
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74of rapid change. Secondly, programs fail at promoting the two components of L2L – learning
75to inquire and learning to argue – in an integrated way. Technologies seem indispensable in
76this endeavor, but they have not realized this integration so far.
77In this paper, we first present modest steps to address the two problems of L2L in the
78educational system. The first step is not new: The essential experience of the modern human is
79to evolve among other people who might be more experienced, but who do not know exactly
80how to face new challenges. Often, guidance is not available. Another ideology, more social,
81fits the difficulties people face in coping with change in modern times. Collaboration is a
82powerful instrument of this ideology. However, although people might join forces to help each
83other, the noble values that stand behind unity (solidarity, fraternity, etc.) do not help unless
84people know how to collaborate in order to face new and challenging situations. The need for
85this collaboration to face new challenges is ubiquitous in the 21st century: in the workplace as
86well as in the diverse organizations to which democratic countries enable citizens to belong.
87Productive collaboration on new challenges is a difficult matter, even for smart students
88( Q7Barron 2003). As such, it becomes a new goal in education. The term Learning to Learn
89Together (L2L2) was first used by Rupert Wegerif based on work done with Marten de Laat
90(Wegerif and de Laat 2010). They conceived of a combination of the space and time of
91networks (‘the space of flows’ as defined by Q8Castells, 2004) and of the space and time of
92dialogues (the ‘dialogic space’ as defined by Wegerif 2007) towards an overall approach for
93teaching higher order thinking skills in the network society. The Bakhtinian dialogic perspec-
94tive was applied to networked learning of students to claim that an appropriate pedagogical
95design can support students learning higher order skills such as creativity and L2L (Wegerif
96and de Laat 2010). This very general claim served as a working hypothesis in the R&D EC
97funded Metafora project (Learning to Learn Together: A visual language for social orchestra-
98tion of educational activities). Metafora focused on the design of a platform for supporting
99L2L2 in the context of solving problems in Mathematics and Physics. Our starting point in the
100project was to clarify L2L2, which was an unarticulated concept.
101We saw in L2L2 an extension of L2L in the sense that it aims at promoting learning to
102inquire and learning to argue, as well as collaboration. We experienced that technologies are
103helpful for integrating inquiry and argumentation. The addition of collaboration as the third
104tenet of L2L2 naturally led us to posit that CSCL tools should facilitate L2L2 in group
105learning: Dedicated CSCL tools provide shared space for communication and co-
106construction of knowledge (Stahl 2006). They provide constraints and affordances for collab-
107orative behaviors.
108The concoction of learning how to inquire, to argue and to collaborate in the same pot sheds
109a new light on the essence of learning to collaborate. Traditionally, learning how to collaborate
110is understood to necessitate tasks that naturally lend themselves to collaboration, for example
111tasks whose accomplishment demands the assignment of different roles and different expertise
112(Rummel and Spada 2005). Such tasks are frequent in the workplace, for example in the
113management of projects, or in routine work in large organizations that demand high coordi-
114nation of group work (e.g., between doctors and nurses from two teams during shift changes in
115hospitals (Engeström 2001)). Those who learn to be professionals must learn to be part of a
116team, to join forces with people who are different and have different expertise. Thus these
117participants have to learn to seek information, to ask for help, and to coordinate actions. The
118context here is a difference of roles and sometimes of status. It is uncommon in schools to see
119this type of focus, since schools tend to favour either equity amongst students or competition
120(to receive the best grades).
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121The context of learning to collaborate on challenging tasks is that of equal status, without
122assigning roles in advance to the members of the group. Collaboration emerges in inquiry or
123critical discussions, when the issues at stake are (too) difficult for individuals. Collaboration is
124then an ad hoc necessity. This kind of collaboration is inseparable from its object – inquiry or
125argumentation on a specific issue. Learning to collaborate among equals in order to handle a
126difficult learning task is a complex endeavour.
127In this paper, the learning task concerns inquiry-based activities in science and in mathe-
128matics (it involves problem-solving in mathematics1). Collaboration serves these learning
129goals. It is not solely reducible to good procedures, but rather is always tinted by the
130experience of facing a challenge that is too difficult for the individual. Learning to Learn
131Together is then a considerable extension of Learning how to Learn, as the togetherness
132transforms L2L from an individual to a communal experience.

133Setting working hypotheses about how to promote L2L2 in classroom contexts

134Although the three underpinnings of L2L2 – learning how to inquire, argue and collaborate
135were clear to us, our theory was unarticulated and our practical goals were fuzzy. We posited
136that since collaboration was central to L2L2, CSCL tools might be particularly helpful.
137Previous work in CSCL suggests that the design of the tools should encourage reflection
138and criticism (Fischer et al. 1993; Stahl et al. 2006). This vague situation is a classical starting
139point for design research cycles, in which it is hoped one will observe the emergence of
140desirable practices (Collins et al. 2004). Some of these practices are already known. The first
141group of practices consists of the heart of L2L practices – inquiry and argumentation practices.
142Scientific inquiry and mathematical problem-solving practices include raising hypotheses,
143collecting data or checking hypotheses (in scientific inquiry) and planning, solving a simpler
144problem or observing patterns in mathematical problem solving. Argumentation practices
145include for example elaborating arguments based on evidence, challenging or refuting. As
146previously mentioned, these two kinds of practices are learnable but their integration in
147classrooms is difficult. We aimed at developing a technology-based environment to afford
148the smooth integration of inquiry and argumentation. Since inquiry and argumentation prac-
149tices set different goals among participants, we envisaged the interweaving of inquiry out-
150comes into argumentation practices.
151L2L2 demands more. It demands to learn to collaborate while participating in inquiry or
152argumentation activities. It demands the establishment of a new culture by making existing
153norms explicit in order for groups to recognize them, reflect on them and be able to change
154them. As explained by Cobb and his colleagues (Cobb and Bauersfeld 1995; Cobb et al 2001),
155classroom norms are appropriated by enacting recurrent practices and making them public
156through discursive practices accompanying the enactment of the former practices. Two forces
157may facilitate or inhibit the emergence of this mini-culture. First, tools – especially commu-
158nications technology – provide affordances for desirable practices. Secondly, the role of the
159teacher in L2L2 is complex: When engaging in inquiry activities or mathematical problem
160solving, students are not accustomed to collaboration. They are used to individual work: to

1 Problem solving in mathematics and inquiry-based activities in science are structurally germane, although
different traditions have been developed in science and mathematics. The most salient difference is that in science
inquiry targets conclusions based on experience and/or on theory and that in mathematics, problem-solving
targets proofs mostly relying on deductive steps. Another difference is that, in principle, in inquiry-based
activities, the explorer sets his/her question, while in problem solving, the problem is given to the solver.
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161depending on the most competent student in the group. The intervention of the teacher to
162behave otherwise may be perceived as an intrusion in a well-oiled method of student
163interaction, prompting opposition from the students. However, it can be a dialectical process
164in which all participants (including teachers) behave as responsible actors, who negotiate
165within a specific context the norms and skills to be appropriated.
166At first sight, Scardamalia and Bereiter already did the job. They showed that with
167Knowledge Forum, the creation by students of representations of meta-classifications of
168contributions leads them to an awareness of collective agency (Scardamalia and Bereiter
1691999). The objectified community knowledge space is necessary for students’ ideas to be
170objectified, shared, examined, improved, synthesized, and used as “thinking devices” (Wertsch
1711998) to enable further advances. The general assumption that in order to take over high levels
172of social and cognitive responsibility, students’ ideas must have an “out-in-the-world” exis-
173tence, and that inventions, models, or plans, should be accessible as knowledge objects to the
174community (Bereiter 2002; Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006) is broadly accepted. It was
175exemplified by Lee et al. (2006), who examined the role of knowledge-building portfolios
176in characterizing and scaffolding collaborative inquiry guided by several knowledge-building
177principles. Students working on portfolios guided by knowledge-building principles showed
178deep inquiry and conceptual understanding. Also, Zhang et al. (2009) showed that Grade 4
179students gradually took collective responsibility in a science classroom, meaning that each
180participant learned to take on interchangeable roles (leader, collaborator, helper, help seeker,
181etc.) and engaged in a way that advances the group (epistemic advancement). This pervasive
182phenomenon is encouraging. It shows the general feasibility of programs based on the use of
183dedicated technologies to help learning to collaborate on learning tasks. Scrutiny over what is
184meant by collective responsibility shows that it includes reviewing and understanding the state
185of knowledge in the broader world, generating and continually working with promising ideas,
186providing and receiving constructive criticism, sharing and synthesizing multiple perspectives,
187etc. (see Zhang et al for a complete list, p. 8). The importance of the idea of collective
188responsibility planted by Bereiter and Scardamalia is enormous. There is a need, however, to
189refine research in order to identify new relations between collaborative and knowledge
190components of learning. Our focus here on L2L2 – learning to collaborate while inquiring
191and arguing – is a step in this direction. In the next section, we will present a technological
192environment we developed to promote L2L2. The design of this environment relied on the
193kinds of practices we envisioned to be afforded by the environment. We already mentioned
194inquiry and argumentation practices as well as practices integrating both. Recent research on
195classroom learning helped us to identify three directions for collaborative practices that might
196promote L2L2.
197The first direction – collective reflection has been recognized as important for constituting a
198community of learners in general (Yackel and Cobb 1996). As already mentioned, when
199students reflect on the ways they solve problems together, there is potential to highlight
200implicit norms that are not suitable and should be changed. While Yackel and Cobb were
201interested in teacher-led class discussions of past activities in elementary schools, there are
202other manifestations of collective reflection in secondary schools and higher education. In the
203context of inquiry/problem-solving of L2L2, we envisaged that an on-going collective reflec-
204tion while planning and monitoring work together, facilitated by technological tools in which
205inquiry/problem-solving actions could be visualized and shared.
206The second direction for collaborative practices relates to manifestations of mutual engage-
207ment: help seeking, help giving and leadership sharing. While help seeking and help giving are
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208easily identifiable as practices, leadership sharing is not translatable to definite practices.
209However, we encouraged teachers to prompt shared leadership when they thought group
210work was dominated by one student or when some students seemed idle.
211A third direction for collaborative practice we envisaged concerns peer group assessment.
212Research has shown that both those assessing and those assessed can gain from peer feedback
213(Topping 2009), by spending more time on task and gaining a greater sense of accountability.
214It then can improve questioning and assessment of understanding through increased self-
215disclosure. Peer assessment is also found to increase students’ interpersonal relationships in the
216classroom ( Q9Sluijsmans, Brand-Gruwel, & van Merriënboer, 2002). However peer group
217assessment rarely happens and is difficult to learn. As Dochy et al (1999) claimed, training
218in skills of group-assessment must be provided for a long time. Topping (2003) added
219important recommendations for learning group-assessment: among them, the fact that this
220learning should be communal, and should involve the assessed students. Kollar and Fischer
221(2010) added that peer assessment is often not a collaborative activity as it focuses on the
222assessors and is not addressed to the assessed. By using the term peer group assessment we
223clarify that to be included in L2L2, the assessment must be interactive.
224To sum up, we explained that the promotion of L2L2 necessitates CSCL tools that support
225inquiry and argumentation as well as their smooth integration. Since inquiry and argumenta-
226tion practices set different goals among participants, we envisaged the interweaving of inquiry
227outcomes into argumentation practices. In addition, we gleaned from the research literature
228findings on collaborative learning that point at types of practices to be learned indirectly –
229through affordances of the envisaged tool, or directly through explicit prompts of the teacher.
230We turn now to the description of the environment.

231The Metafora environment for promoting L2L2

232The EU-funded Metafora project (ICT-257872) enabled the development of a system and of an
233educational environment aimed at promoting L2L2 (de Groot et al. 2013). The Metafora
234system comprises (1) a visual tool for planning and reflecting on group work, (2) microworlds
235for experiencing phenomena and exploring problem spaces, (3) a space for argumentation, and
236(4) a module for observing group work and possibly intervening by sending messages.

237The planning/reflection tool

238The planning/reflection tool offers a visual language that enables students to create and map
239representations of their work for planning their activities and reflecting on them (see Fig. 1).
240Cards and connectors are available for this purpose. The cards contain visual symbols and
241titles, as well as space to insert free text (see Fig. 2). Some symbols and the titles represent
242different stages of scientific inquiry learning (e.g., the “explore” card in Fig. 2, or cards entitled
243“experimentation”, “building models”, and “hypothesizing”), and of mathematical problem
244solving (e.g., strategies such as trial-and-error, solving an analogous problem, or checking
245extreme cases). Other cards refer to group or individual processes (e.g., “discussing” in Fig. 2).
246A third category of cards represents roles played (e.g., “evaluator” and “critical” in Fig. 2). The
247fourth and final set of cards allows access to different resources within the Metafora toolbox
248(e.g., the card entitled “discussion” in Fig. 2 which allows access to the tool for structured
249discussion, or cards entitled “Piki” in Fig. 2 that serve as an entry point for a specific
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250microworld). The connectors (lines and arrows) represent relational heuristics (“is next”,
251“needed for” and “related to”) to explicate how the various cards are related in the given plan.
252The different features of the planning/reflection tool were designed to afford collective
253reflection on inquiry/problem-solving. Also, like for Knowledge Forum, posting stages of
254inquiry/problem-solving was planned to boost mutual engagement through the display of
255epistemic advancement.

256Microworlds integrated in the Metafora system

257Five microworlds are fully integrated in the Metafora platform (Dragon et al. 2012; Kynigos
258and Latsi 2007). They serve as an arena for observation of scientific inquiry and experiencing
259mathematical problem solving. (1) eXpresser: a microworld designed to support students in
260generalizing algebraic rules by constructing animated models comprising patterns of repeated

Fig. 1Q10 The planning tool. The yellow cards represent plans to be achieved; the green cards represent plans that
have been already realized

Fig. 2 Some representative cards in the planning tool
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261building blocks of tiles. (2) The “3d Math” Authoring Tool: a 3d programmable environment
262inside which users may graphically represent and manipulate 3d objects that they either find
263ready-made in an embedded library or construct themselves when using Logo procedures and
264commands. (3) The “Physt 3D” Authoring Tool: a 3d programmable environment that allows
265teachers to create 3d game-like microworlds for simulating phenomena defined by Newtonian
266Laws. (4) Sus-City: a game template for non-technical users (teachers and students) to
267construct and play their own “Sustainable City” games. (5) PiKi: a microworld that addresses
268kinematics through a serious game with a pirate-based theme. Other microworlds like
269Geogebra can be plugged in to the Metafora system in a less integrated way, but still allow
270productive collaborative mathematical problem solving.

271Discussion tools and referable objects

272Metafora provides tools that allow students to engage in discussion and argumentation. The
273chat tool offers a quick and ever-present space for students to gain each other’s attention and
274share informal thoughts in situ. LASAD (Loll et al. 2012) enables the co-elaboration of
275argumentation maps (see Fig. 3). Both the chat functionality and the LASAD system are
276customized to bridge between argumentation and inquiry by displaying and offering links to
277referable objects that reside within other tools. These referable objects are generally snapshots
278extracted from the microworlds posted as components of the discussion. The referable objects
279enable discussants to defend or to challenge each other’s arguments, based on evidence
280collected/observed from experimentation with microworlds.

281Monitoring and intervention to promote L2L2 in Metafora

282Much of students’ actions are observable within the software system. Monitoring of pure
283logged actions from users would quickly become overwhelming and unhelpful due to the
284amount of raw data. Therefore, an additional component of the Metafora system collects and
285analyses this low-level information, and produces higher-level information that is more helpful
286to human observers (Dragon et al. 2012). Students and teachers have access to this higher-level
287information, called indicators. The Metafora team elaborated a set of L2L2 behaviours, which

Fig. 3 A LASAD map accessed through a discussion resource card in the planning tool. The map contains a
referable object that represents a saved game in the PIKI game
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288could be mapped to these indicators (or lack of) so that the system and observers could identify
289when certain behaviours were occurring. Simple examples of these behaviours that are
290identified by the automated analysis system include when all students in a group are contrib-
291uting (a positive behaviour), or when a student is struggling, but not discussing their issues
292with teammates (a negative behaviour). Moving beyond identifying these behaviours, the
293Metafora team developed a tool to help sending messages that seek to remedy potential
294problematic behaviour. The Message Tool allows teachers and students to send messages to
295other students working with Metafora, and also allows the automated system to send messages
296in a similar fashion. This tool is populated with pre-defined messages (Fig. 4). Students and
297teachers can choose who receives these messages, and use the text as-is, or cater them to the
298specific situation by altering the text before sending the message (Fig. 5).
299Teachers and students can use Monitoring and Messaging tools in tandem to recognize
300problems and intervene to remedy the problems. However, the Metafora system goes one step
301further by using these tools together to offer direct intervention from the system to students
302potentially in need. For a simple example of an automated message, the system could detect
303that a long time and a number of other actions had occurred since there was any change in the
304plan, and therefore decide to send a message to all the group members stating, “How could we
305improve our plan? Let’s look at the group planning map together”. This message is taken
306directly from the pre-defined messages in the Message Tool (Fig. 5), as are all messages that
307are sent by the automated system. Each message in the Messaging Tool is linked with specific
308L2L2 behaviours that can be recognized by the system. Therefore, the automated system and
309students or teachers using the Feedback Tool are both encouraging L2L2 in the same way. The
310automated system contributes as much as possible with the currently recognized behaviours,
311and leaves the rest of the intervention task to the teachers and students.

Fig. 4 The messaging tool. Students can adapt existing openers from different tabs (top) representing different
L2L2 aspects. When one selects a message, it appears on the editing area for editing the message and selecting its
recipients
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312Enacting L2L2 practices in educational institutions

313Methodological considerations

314Following theoretical clarifications about L2L2 and the development of the Metafora system,
315the next step of our inquiry about L2L2 according to a design-based research approach was to
316implement learning units in different educational sites and to observe the emergence of
317classroom mathematical practices and learning processes. Based on Grounded Theory (Glaser
318& Strauss, 1967), we looked for regularities and patterns in the ways that the teacher and
319students act and interact as they complete instructional activities and discuss solutions.
320However, in contrast with Glaser and Strauss’ approach, we had already developed the general
321categories of classroom inquiry-based and argumentative practices before we began the sample
322analysis that we present in this article. We also developed an environment that concretized
323affordances for L2L2. The general constituents of L2L2 – learning to collaborate, inquiry
324learning and learning to argue – were clear, but the specific activities involved were only
325envisaged. For example, we did not know whether the referable objects in Metafora, would
326help integrating inquiry and argumentation. Also, we did not know the specific practices
327involved in collective reflection or taking mutual engagement in the context of the promotion
328of L2L2. Therefore, we aimed at observing the specific practices that developed during the
329unit, and checking whether they met our requirements concerning L2L2. Accordingly, our
330research questions were: (1) What are the practices that actually developed in programs aimed
331at promoting L2L2? (2) How did the Metafora system mediate the enactment of these
332practices? and (3) Were these practices desirable with respect to our vision of L2L2?

Fig. 5 Once a message is sent, it appears as pop-up anywhere that the students are working. In this case, a
student is investigating their PIKI construction without much attention to the work of the rest of the group, and
another student decides to send a message requesting the group to share and compare work
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333The analytic approach we took is interpretivist in the sense that we go beyond the observed
334social use of tools and symbols by inferring both the taken-as-shared intentions and meanings
335established by the classroom community and the interpretations that individual students make
336as they participate in communal practices. We describe here three cases in three educational
337sites. In each case, we describe the mini-culture established through the continuous use of the
338Metafora environment in consecutive activities and teaching actions intended to promote
339L2L2.

340The first case: mathematics and collective reflection in problem solving

341The first case takes place in the course “Teaching and Learning in Mathematics Classrooms”
342conducted by the first author with his research team at the Hebrew University as a part of a pre-
343service program for mathematics teachers. The students were undergraduates in mathematics.
344The course was organized as a seminar of fourteen 90 min. long sessions in which pre-service
345teachers were introduced to major themes in math education. The theme “group mathematical
346problem-solving” covered 9 out of the 14 sessions. It included many topics: not only the
347classical focus on strategies, heuristics and their learning through metacognitive activity, but its
348contextualization into the framework of small group collaborative learning. In that respect, it
349had similarities with Stahl’s pedagogy for rediscovering Euclidian Geometry (Stahl 2013,
3502016). Six students participated in the pre-service teachers’ program. All sessions took place in
351a computer lab. The sequence of the nine 90 min. long sessions on mathematical problem
352solving included among others: the invitation to enact the practices of collaborative mathe-
353matical problem solving, experiencing microworlds for turning problem solving into an
354inquiry process, ongoing planning in mathematical problem-solving, and the role of the teacher
355in collaborative problem solving. In the final session, which lasted 120 min, students were
356arranged in two groups of three; the first group posed a problem that the members of the group
357designed in advance; the second group attempted to solve the problem while the first group
358served as “teachers”. After 60 min, the groups swapped roles and the second group posed a
359problem challenge to the first group.
360As a member of the Metafora research team, the teacher of the course was aware of the
361desirable norms. The teacher began the first session on group problem solving by explicitly
362expanding on a list of problem solving heuristics and strategies (taken from Pólya’s and
363Schoenfeld’s writings) and telling students that the first thing to do by teachers in the context of
364group problem solving is to identify the heuristics and strategies students adopt. The teacher
365also told his students that collaborating is very effective for solving difficult problems. He
366presented a list of practices of collaboration: practices of collective reflection, practices that
367expressed the taking of mutual engagement, and peer group assessment. In other words, the
368teacher clearly articulated the collaborative components of what we envisioned to be the aim of
369L2L2. He then arranged the students in two groups of three students. He told them that the first
370group would be invited to solve a problem and that the second group would be invited to
371observe them, then to report on them by assessing the quality of their solution and their
372collaboration. The teacher announced that the students would then swap roles on a second
373problem. During this session, one of the students, Ram, was dominant, pushed his peers to his
374[wrong] direction, and yet, was reluctant to collaborate with his peers.
375In most of the following lessons, the teacher enacted the same stages: problematization, on-
376going planning, accounting to the group about the solution path adopted, capitalizing on
377methods (heuristics) that previously succeeded in further challenges, experiencing possibilities
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378through the use of microworlds, and using analytical tools to prove a way to (be) convince(d).
379To enact these stages, the teacher and students participated in many practices in which
380Metafora tools were involved:

381a. Constructing a plan with the visual cards proposed in the Metafora environment as
382constituting the ontology of components of problem-solving
383b. Sending messages with using the Message tool in Metafora (by the teacher to the students)
384c. Discussing solution paths through the Lasad tool
385d. Experiencing a phenomenon with Microworlds then building/rectifying the plan
386e. Reporting on a problem solving activity with the visual cards

387In each session, one challenge was at stake. We took into consideration the high level of
388these university students in mathematics, and we asked daring problems that required the
389students to join forces and to think about methods to face them. Examples include: “How
390many pieces can one get by cutting a big piece of cheese (planar sections) five times?” “How is
391it possible to find the minimal distance between two boats sailing at a constant speed in
392different directions?” or “How is it possible to find a place such that the sum of its distance to
393three given cities would be minimal?” We discuss here the story of some moments involving
394Ram – the student who dominated his peers in the first session of the course, in his relations
395with his two peers while solving a problem during the last session of the course.
396The scenario of this session replicates the scenario of the first session, with the difference
397that at the first session, the teacher imposed the scenario, and at the last one, groups functioned
398autonomously – the students designed their own activity. The teacher intentionally did not
399attend the session; the students in each group gathered around one computer and communi-
400cated orally. They used the Metafora Planning tool to report on and to plan the solution path; at
401the same time, the students who played the role of teachers could send messages from the
402message tool, and the students could also use the Geogebra microworld. Most of the time, one
403representative from the group of “teachers” stood near the “students”, watched their work and
404gave advice, while another one watched the groups’ work through the computer and sent
405messages to the group through the message tool. We report on the challenge designed by
406Group 1, in which students were designers and teachers, while the students in Group 2 played
407the role of solvers. Group 1 included Irene, Livnat and Corine, three female students. Group 2
408included two male students – Ram and Walid, and one female student, Rose. The challenge
409was entitled: “Is 64 equal to 65?” In a first stage, Group 1 presented the two assemblages in
410Fig. 6 to Group 2:
411All shapes of the same colour seem congruent so that the rectangle and the square seem to
412have the same area. However, when computing the two areas it appears that the area of the
413rectangle is 13×5=65 while the area of the square is 8×8=64. Group 1 prepared a series of
414hints beforehand to help overcome the contradiction:

415Hint 1 Identify the sides whose magnitudes are certain, and the sides whose magnitudes can
416only be inferred.
417Hint 2 Use scissors to assemble the parts in the square as a rectangle
418Hint 3 Use properties of similitude between triangles

419They also prepared a proof to resolve the contradiction based on similitude of triangles.
420Group 1 prepared then a second phase in which Group 2 was asked: “Is it possible to construct
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421another square of another size which leads to a similar contradiction?” Group 1 also prepared a
422series of hints: (1) to present a square and a rectangle whose sizes are 55×55, and 34×89; (2)
423to present a square and a rectangle whose sizes are 3×3 and 5×2; (3) To construct an EXCEL
424table with the respective sizes of the sides of the square and of the rectangle and to find a
425pattern. These hints were designed to lead Group 2 to identify that sides arrange in a Fibonacci
426series. The hints encourage adopting strategies (solving similar problems, setting up a table,
427finding patterns) and suggest that Group 1 appropriated a culture of problem solving.
428We describe here the first steps of Group 2’s solution. First the students of Group 2 read the
429problem. Then, Walid and Rose began working on the problem on their own by drawing the
430square and the rectangle with the different shapes on paper. In parallel, Ram began construct-
431ing a Metafora plan as a way to initiate the work plan of his group. He chose the card
432“Understanding the problem”, and then the card “Drawing a sketch”:

433434Ra: The problem is: We take a square of 8×8 cm and cut it into some pieces. When
435putting the same pieces in a rectangle we get an area of 65 sq cm.
436437Ro: Yes, and how could it be?
438439Ra: [hesitates, then inscribes in the card “how could it be”?]
440441Ro: [checks what is written on the screen] so you wrote it? and now sketch it!
442443Ra: [Opens a “sketch” card in the plan while Rose goes back to her notebook papers and
444sketches the rectangle].
445

446We see that although the three members of the group work separately at the beginning, the
447fact that Ram decides to inscribe their on-going plan with the Metafora tool leads Rose to put
448her attention on his plan. After she adds so you wrote it? to the plan, she then mandates And
449now sketch it! This “order” leads Ram to bring a “sketch” card and to start to download
450GeoGebra – the suitable microworld to check the lengths of the segments of the problem. For
451Rose, this means starting a pen-and-paper sketch together with Walid. However, Ram’s
452attempts to download GeoGebra fail due to communication problems. He turns to geometrical
453considerations. He draws a figure (Fig. 7) and writes AC=8, CD=3, AB=5, BE=2. Since the
454two triangles ABE and ACD are congruent, AB/BE=AC/CD, hence 5/BE=8/3. Thus, BE=
45515/8=1.875. This effort shows him that there is “something wrong”. But he does not share
456with his peers this finding. Rather, he joins Rose and Walid to see how to arrange the different
457shapes in the square and the rectangle.
458At this point, Ram turns again to the Metafora plan and informs Rose and Walid about joint
459work he reports in the “sketch” card: We cut the square that we got and put them in the

Fig. 6 Is 64=65?
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460rectangle. This is a ubiquitous reflective practice mediated by the Metafora plan tool. He then
461seeks another process card and chooses the “trial and error” card. But Group 1 observes this
462plan, understands that Group 2 is stuck and sends the message: The lengths of which parts of
463the shapes do you know for sure? through the Message tool. Ram who sits by the computer
464reads aloud the message, turns to the plan, adds the “Mathematical Model” card and inscribes
465in it:We know the area of the triangles. While writing, he hears Walid saying: I don’t think that
466there is an equation to calculate the areas. Ram interrupts Walid and says:

467468They didn’t ask us what we can calculate they only asked us which of the shapes we
469know for sure. I think that we know the trapezes, the trapezes we can calculate. [Points
470on the material figures]. Here you have 3/8 this is also 8? (on the other square, he counts)
471no/yes this is also 3/8 so it must be equal 24 cm. right? [Ram opens GeoGebra
472(successfully this time) and continues to lead the work of the group].
473

474It seems that Ram who is the more knowledgeable in mathematics uses the plan for
475reporting about the group’s work as part of the responsibility he takes with leading the group

Fig. 7 Illustration of Zvi’s figures during his geometrical manipulations
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476towards the right solution. The plan is perceived as an arena representing the work of the
477group. Ram coordinates the construction of the plan. At the same time, he both leads and
478follows the group’s work. The interplay between leading and following group work is best
479seen when Ram who describes the mathematical model card, receives with his peers the
480message of Group 1, and interrupts Walid’s interpretation “they didn’t ask us to calculate” […].
481At this point Ram abandons his suggestion to start with the triangles (which apparently could
482support a better solution path, showing that the two triangles are not congruent) to join Rose
483and Walid to guarantee that they are attuned for reaching a common solution. It appears then
484that the plan and the support of the message delivered by the message tool support collective
485reflection to bring all players to the desired joint solution.
486As already mentioned, we concentrate on the mini-culture of this course. The excerpts we
487presented belong to the last activity of the course. We do not compare these excerpts with the
488ways the group collaborated to solve a difficult problem during the first session. However, it is
489noteworthy that Ram’s behavior is very far from his behaviour in the first session, when he did
490not listen to his peers’ ideas and led them astray down the wrong solution path. Rather in this
491later session, there is a clear manifestation of mutual engagement in the group, as Ram
492departed from a power relation where peers were paralyzed by Ram’s capacities, and their
493work became more distributed as a result.
494We add here another moment of the last session in which the role of the message tool was
495determinant in this acculturation. In parallel with Ram, Rose, and Walid’s efforts to solve the
496challenge 64=65, Group 1 (the triad playing the role of teachers) sent them messages through
497the message tool. During 8 min, Walid and Rose explored the trapezes and the triangles in pen-
498and-paper attempts; Ram pondered on a plan of action. He did try attempts with GeoGebra.
499Group 2 received then the message “consider others’ ideas”. Ram, who took the role of
500reporting on the group’s efforts in the plan, reacts to the message:

501502Ra: Others! Do you have ideas?
503504Ro: [laughs]
505506Ra: Walid, do you have something to say?
507508W: Well I’m not sure if this is precise.
509510Ra: Walid do you have something to say?
511512W: I think that it turned out to be a whole rectangle [points to the 65 sq cm rectangle]
513because with the small parts here and there [points with his pencil to the square’s
514composing shapes within Roses’ sketch] we weren’t precise enough [points to the
515sketch].
516517Ra: Here, you say? [Looks over the small pieces of papers] Here, it might be a problem
518with the way we cut it. [Turns to Walid] Here? Show me the place? [Looks over Walid’s
519drawing]. No, here there is no problem. It’s hard to know where there is a problem with
520the way we cut and where there is a real problem. So how can we do it? ahh….
521522Ro: Hmm… let’s try to draw it in the GeoGebra. Then it will be more accurate.
523524Ra: We’ll do the two shapes [the triangles] first.
525

526It seems that the message arrived at the right moment when the group was pondering
527around with uncertainty regarding their next move. Despite his ironic reaction (Others! Do you
528have an idea?), Ram takes the message seriously, and insists to hear Walid’s idea. But Ram is
529not satisfied by Walid’s fuzzy explanation. He tries to understand what Walid is doing. His
530sincere attitude triggers Walid to verbalize his insight to the group by claiming that there must
531be some missing parts in the 65 cm2 rectangle and that these missing parts might originate
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532from a lack of precision when using scissors for cutting shapes. Walid’s claim triggers Ram to
533ask him to show where these missing parts might be (here, you say? […] Here? show me the
534place). Ram then tries to continue Walid’s idea. But he is puzzled (where there is a real
535problem?). This brings Rose (and Ram) to turn to GeoGebra for being more accurate. It
536appears then that the message provided a moment of consultation that pushed the group to
537another strategy – experimentation with GeoGebra (with which shapes can be measured more
538accurately). This strategy was adopted as a result of taking a mutual engagement: fromWalid’s
539idea which problematizes the challenge, to Ram’s insistence to understand this idea, via Rose’s
540suggestion to handle the problem as it is revealed by Walid’s idea, and Ram’s decision for
541action that complies with Rose’s suggestion. We do not analyze here the further efforts of the
542group. However, Fig. 8 displays the on-going plan inscribed by Ram which represents a
543faithful report of the collective problem solving. We can see in Fig. 8 that Ram uses the
544“conclusion” card in which he writes: in the big rectangle there is some space between the
545shapes. This space equals 1, which is the difference between the square and the rectangle.

Fig. 8 The report of Zvi in the plan see also legend below. Legend: 1. Understand the problem: The problem: we
take a square of 8×8 and cut it in a certain way. When organizing the shapes in a rectangle we get a portion of 65.
How can it be? 2. Sketch: We cut the square that we got according to the (inner) shapes and organize it in the
rectangle. 3. Create a mathematical model We know the portion of the triangles, we know the portions of the
trapezes and the portion of the rectangle: unknown size or uncertain is the diagonal line. 4. Reformulate the
problem We will try to enlarge the triangle and see if we have the big triangle. We will do similitude of triangles
between the small triangle (8×3) and the big one (8×15). it is clear that there isn’t any similitude. 5. Check and
validate Conclusion: in the big rectangle there is some space between the shapes. This space squalls 1 which is
the difference between the square and the rectangle
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546The Metafora platform supported then the emergence of a culture of problem solving
547(through the visual cards) as well as behaviours of mutual engagement through the message of
548teachers sent on the fly that identified an individual (Walid) idea that can be shared by the
549others. The Planning tool in Metafora crystallized collective reflection among students who
550could refer to their previous moves and plan their next moves. Although the Metafora
551environment fulfilled most of our expectations, we identified some undesirable behaviours:
552Ram elaborated geometrical considerations that showed that the calculation of length of one
553side (BE) through two methods yielded to different measures, but did not share this important
554insight with his peers. He preferred to follow the efforts of his peers with the material pieces
555cut with the scissors. This behaviour shows Ram’s solidarity to his group but impairs the
556advancement of the group solution.

557The second case: facilitating teachers’ scaffolding of L2L2 in inquiry activities
558in physics

559The first case involved pre-service teachers interested in learning pedagogies. For them, the
560Metafora tools and the meticulous design of the activities were almost sufficient in their group
561problem solving: the teacher intervened rarely when peers interacted. The second case involves
562adolescents. We will see that the teachers are very active and that Metafora system is even
563more necessary to facilitate their efforts to support group inquiry and argumentation. The case
564takes place in a high school in a large city in Israel. The school provided additional hours for
565advanced students in science. Twenty three Grade 9 students participated in the study. The
566students were divided into two groups of 16 and 7 students each. The groups participated in a
5671-year long course based on weekly 90 min. sessions in which the Metafora environment was
568used extensively. Typically, students worked in groups of 2-4 peers whose constitution was
569often but not always assigned. In most cases, students in the same group sat close to each other,
570with each student at an individual computer. Groups generally did not interact with each other,
571but individuals sometimes happened to ask for new ideas from other groups. During the first
5722 months of the study, students were introduced to group inquiry and argumentation, to what
573we hypothesized to be L2L2 principles, and to the functioning of Metafora. From that time
574onward, students were presented with challenges. Generally, the students engaged with a
575particular challenge for 1–2 sessions. The students worked on activities in mechanics around
576the lever principle and laws of ballistics. The teachers met with the second author and our
577research team to design challenges in 3–4 consecutive sessions. Challenges were often directly
578linked to the microworlds integrated in Metafora. We focus here is on a group of three students
579in a challenge based on the Juggler Microworld (see Fig. 9).
580Students were first presented with stroboscopic snapshots (Fig. 10). Students were asked to
581describe the motion captured in the stroboscopic snapshots. The students were guided to
582generate concepts relating to motion, in particular the concept of velocity.
583Figure 10 shows a tennis player during a serve. The challenge that their teacher posed was
584“to identify the motion represented in the photograph, and to characterize it”. The students
585organized in small groups and began discussing the photograph. The students reached
586agreement on the part of the trajectory that seemed to them the most simple – the movements
587of the tennis player. They went on investigating and discussing further aspects of the
588photograph. After several minutes, the teacher invited the groups to continue their discussion
589with the LASAD tool. The students broadened the challenge and deciphered as many aspects
590in the photograph as they could. They tried to figure out whether the tennis player was a man
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591or a woman, what the orientation of the racket is when it hits the ball, when the motion is faster
592and when it is slower. They did their best to be able to reconstitute the serve, taking into
593account details such as whether the hand passes between the player and the camera or on the
594other side of the player. Following the LASAD discussion, students were asked to plan an
595inquiry activity leading towards a deeper exploration of the photograph: they were asked to
596follow the ball in the snapshot and to characterize the velocity at each stage. For this endeavour
597the students were asked to divide the photograph in different parts and to assign roles within
598the group on how to execute their work exploring the motions of the ball and the racket. After
599finalizing their plan the students were asked to share their work to the other groups in a plenary
600discussion guided by the teacher. Once the sharing session concluded, the teachers
601decided to concentrate on exploring the motion in a better way as the use of the
602Edgerton stroboscopic picture proved to be too complicated for achieving this goal.
603Then students received a new challenge about finding the mathematical equation
604allowing them to plan where to situate an alarm system in case of a missile attack,
605an unfortunate situated task in the Middle East. For this purpose, the students used
606the 3D Juggler microworld to explore ballistic motions as Juggler made time, distance
607and velocity of bodies moving in the space visible to students.
608We focus here on the first stages of the work of Ely, Sami and Yaron – working together on
609the Juggler challenge, first on their LASAD map. Figure 11 shows a clear disagreement
610between Yaron and Ely regarding the way the tennis ball reaches the player’s racket: Ely thinks
611that the player first hit the ball on the ground; when the ball bounces to the same height and
612starts to fall down, he hit it. Yaron claims that the ball does not reach the ground and that the
613player throws it up, and then hits it. He also challenges Ely’s claim that there is no sign that the
614ball reaches the ground. Interestingly, Ely at this stage does not try to answer Yaron’s

Fig. 9 The Juggler microworld. On the left side, one can see the sliders, which the users may use to change the
parameters of the balls. Users may see the position of the ball in x, y, z coordinates by putting the curser on the
ball
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615challenge; rather, he contributes to the ongoing discussion on the lighting conditions that
616affected the photos of the tennis player and exact measurement of the racket. The Lasad map of
617the discussion shows that students presented to each other their interpretation of their part of
618the photo, leading by such to the interpretation of the picture as a whole. At some point, Yaron
619asks Sami whether he also sees the ball jumping on the floor, and Sami answers that he cannot
620see it. Figure 11 displays a partial view of the map (the full map includes 36 contributions).
621Following the LASAD discussion, the students were asked to use their ideas to
622elaborate a plan for exploring the movement of the tennis ball with the planning tool.
623Students were given the half-baked plan appearing in Fig. 12. This plan suggests that
624each student should analyse a different part (as it appears in the card “allocate roles”
625and in the text of the cards “blank stage” and “build a model”). Each student sat by
626his/her own computer.
627The triad used three cards only to fill the half-baked plan: (1) “Role allocation” (proposed
628by the teacher), (2) “pose questions” (not proposed) and (3) “find hypotheses” (not proposed).
629In the “role allocation” card they wrote: “Sami builds a hypothesis about the motion of the
630racket, Ely builds a hypothesis about the motion of the ball and Yaron builds a hypothesis
631about the player and poses interesting questions that should be answered”. Indeed, Ely raised
632reasonable hypotheses and Yaron elaborated interesting questions such as “how much time it
633took for the whole picture to be taken?” The students used some of the instructions embedded
634in the “half baked” plan, but decided to elaborate more towards inquiry-based learning – by
635adding a hypothesis card and by connecting it with a red arrow to the “build model” card.

Fig. 10 The stroboscopic photo presented to the students for exploration
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636Although the students were sitting next to each other, they hardly spoke with each
637other, but rather filled their planning map to explain what they are about to do. When
638the teacher saw their plan in the next session, she asked them to turn it to more
639executive, and asked them to shorten the text in the cards. She pushed her students to
640carry a collective reflection over their first plan for producing a better plan. The triad
641changed the plan to what appears in Fig. 13. In the “Blank Stage” the triad explains
642how the photograph was divided in three regions: the trajectory of the ball before it is
643hit, and after it is hit, and the movement of the hand/racket. This new plan is based
644on the previous plan. When Eli describes his hypothesis about the movement of the
645ball he splits it into two phases: first, when the ball falls (he writes “the ball is in
646free fall, thus accelerates. It is possible to prove it based on the distances between the
647balls. Because of the growing distances it is reasonable to say that the speed
648increases); secondly, when it is hit (he writes “Now for the movement after the
649hit… the ball accelerates. It is possible to prove it based on previous ways, and
650regarding the incline we see it in relation to the floor”). The second plan of the group
651(Fig. 13) shows that Ely beautifully describes the movement through “build a model”
652cards: the first describes the ball in free fall. The second is devoted to the movement
653of the ball after it is hit. The footprints of the role allocation inscribed in the first
654map are visible in the third and fourth “build model”: card 3 describes the movement
655of the racket behind the leg; card 4 describes the movement of the racket to the leg
656(“We can see that the rocket moved accelerating from the rest of the movement”). This
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Fig. 11Q11 A snapshot of the LASAD map of the group highlighting disagreement between Yaron and Ely on the
interpretation of the stroboscopic photograph in relation to the tennis ball’s move
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657suggests that the group reflected over their previous plan towards the completion of
658their descriptions. It appears then that the provision of the half-baked plan by the
659teacher frames the further collective exploration of the photograph by the group.

1 

2 

3 4 

Fig. 13 The second plan of the group

Fig. 12 The “half-baked” plan given to groups
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660Following the completion of the plan, the teacher asked the triad to share it with the rest of
661the class in the plenary. The students projected it on the wall. We report here on their
662presentation and on the role of the teacher in this presentation:

663664Yaron [Points to the map, to the “our stage” card] First, we allocated the map to areas
665[…] The ball, after being hit, moves to the right, the ball before it was hit, the motion is
666downwards. And the movement of the player’s hand behind his body, thus, backwards.
667There is a black part, which is probably his body, and then the player’s movement after
668the hit. (Points to the four “build model cards”) Now, we built models of every motion,
669here, here and here. [To Ely] now you read your model.
670671Ely [reads the text in the card] Humm… before hitting the ball, before the player
672dropped his ball and hit his ball and the ball falls a free fall to the floor.
673674Teacher OK, one moment. This…how would you define it…is it sure? Is it…
675676Yaron Yes, it is certain
677678Teacher Is it a conclusion? What is it?
679680Yaron Ok…there is here…” After the freefall” is certain [Points to Ely’s “build a model”
681card]
682683Teacher This is certain?
684685Yaron This is certain
686687Teacher OK. How do you know it for sure?
688689Yaron It’s the earth, gravitation…it exists
690691Ely There is some disagreement…
692693Yaron There is some disagreement about the ball…
694695Teacher No, who said that it is [shows with her hand the possibility that the ball moves
696up]
697698Yaron This is what we said, the part with the freefall is ok, but the part where he drops it,
699No [Points to the “build a model” card].
700701Ely Exactly!
702703Teacher So this is a hypothesis
704705Ely […] There is earth. There is disagreement about the way the ball falls. There are
706several trajectories. Whether the player can drop it and then hit [moves his hands
707accordingly] or can throw it up or make it fall down and it jumps [back] and…
708

709As in the first case, we see here that the Metafora plan which had been created to regulate
710and coordinate the group’s efforts, serves here as a tool for collective reflection. Yaron and Ely
711report on their collaborative work. They also report on their disagreement. This suggests that
712they collectively took responsibility in solving the problem, as they see this disagreement as
713something that should be further explored to allow agreement within the group. Moreover, the
714disagreement between Yaron and Ely cannot be settled without going deeper into the analysis
715of the movement of the ball. The teacher invited the triad to measure distances in the different
716positions of the ball in the different times at which the stroboscopic photograph had been taken
717(pictures were taken every 0.01 s.). But, in spite of the eagerness of the triad to learn together,
718they were stuck because they did not have the means to measure the exact movement of the
719racket and the ball only from the stroboscopic picture. At this point the teacher decided to
720invite them to experience motion and velocity with the Juggler microworld. To this end, the
721teacher created a new challenge related to daily life in the south of Israel: “You are a group of
722engineers that should design a device for alerting the population when a missile is launched
723from Gaza to Israel. You have to find an algorithm to calculate the place from where the
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724missile launched and where it is going to fall”. For doing so, students were asked to use the
725Juggler microworld (see Fig. 9), and to plan their joint work with the planning tool. Juggler
726allows exploration of ballistic trajectories through a stroboscopic view similar to the Edgerton
727photograph: one can measure distances by putting the curser over the positions of the ball and
728viewing its coordinates. Yaron, Ely and Sami worked together during two sessions: Yaron and
729Sami checked different positions of the ball (varying initial angle and velocity) with Juggler;
730Ely created an Excel table in which he collected data. The three students then used the table in
731an attempt to construct the equation. Since the elaboration of the formula representing the
732trajectory of the missile was a bit difficult, the students asked some guidance from the teacher.
733This request for help did not express dependence, but a timely need from their part in their
734intense mutual engagement in the task. We will return to the subtle role of the teacher in the
735concluding section. Let us mention only that her invitation to use LASAD afforded the
736surfacing of conflicting interpretations of the stroboscopic photograph on a common space.
737She also triggered group reflection through the planning tool, first by providing a “half-baked
738plan” for completion, We showed that the development of the plan of the group and its
739presentation in the plenary session were accompanied by questions the teacher asked to
740squander vagueness and to support students in expressing what they think on the ideas agreed
741by the group and by individuals. This role contributed to empower a mutual engagement
742evidenced when the group “shared disagreement.”

743Third case: emergence of peer group assessment as a result of the use of referable
744objects

745The third case is about the role of referable objects in group inquiry and argumentation. We
746already mentioned the shortcomings of not integrating inquiry and argumentation in learning
747tasks. We will see here how Metafora afforded this integration. The topic of the third case is
748early algebra. Although junior high-school students are generally fluent in manipulating
749algebraic expressions, they have difficulties understanding the concept of a variable as well
750as conceiving of and identifying algebraic structures (Rojano 1996). They need to develop
751algebraic ways of thinking including (a) perceiving structure and exploiting its power; (b)
752seeing the general case when presented with specific instances, including identifying variants
753and invariants; and (c) recognizing and articulating generalizations, including expressing them
754symbolically. The eXpresser microworld was designed explicitly to foster such algebraic ways
755of thinking (Mavrikis et al. 2011).
756In eXpresser, students are presented with a model and asked to construct it using one or
757more patterns (see Fig. 14). The model is animated, with the Model Number – a variable that
758represents the number of holes in the pattern. The animation serves to emphasize the generality
759expected, instead of just counting tiles. The task is to find a rule fitting the number of tiles of
760any given model number. To construct the model, students are first asked to express how they
761visualize its structure as repeated building blocks. Students then make their rules explicit by
762defining an algebraic expression that calculates the number of tiles in each pattern. When the
763rule is correct, the pattern becomes coloured. Of course, there are multiple ways to fit a pattern.
764Figure 15 shows two possible ways of creating the pattern on Fig. 14.
765The multiplicity of ways models can be constructed and the difficulties individual students
766have in their algebraic ways of thinking open the door to togetherness: Geraniou and
767colleagues ( Q12Geraniou et al. 2010) hypothesized that the equivalence of algebraic structures
768can be perceived in collaborative and argumentative activities in which students engage around
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769the correctness and equivalence of the algebraic rules that govern a certain model. This
770hypothesis naturally led to the integration of eXpresser into the Metafora system, and

Fig. 14 The ‘Train Track’ task in eXpresser. The model to be constructed is animated with the ‘Model Number’
(the number of ‘holes’ in this case) changing in random steps every few seconds

Fig. 15 Two different models in eXpresser for the same figural pattern. The left one is made out of a building
block of 7 green tiles (A1) repeated n times (A2) and a fixed ‘column of 5 tiles (A3). Therefore the corresponding
rule for the total number of tiles is 7n+5 (A4). The rightmodel consists of two building blocks: one of 5 blue tiles
(B1) and one of 2 yellow tiles (B2). For each yellow column there is one more blue so that the yellow columns are
repeated n times whereas the blue n+1 (B3). The rule therefore for the total number of tiles is 2n+5 (n+1) (B4)
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771especially to the use snapshots and animations of eXpresser as referable objects in LASAD
772discussions.
773The third case takes place in a school in the greater London area. Students from a
774mathematics class of 11 year-old students volunteered to undertake a Metafora challenge.
775The students are first introduced to L2L2 principles and to the functioning of Metafora.
776Students are then presented a challenge around eXpresser. They are invited to create the
777pattern displayed in Fig. 14 in eXpresser and to generate it in different ways. Students organize
778in groups and generate algebraic rules. The groups are then invited to use LASAD to compare
779findings with other groups, hopefully leading them to insights on algebraic equivalence. Two
780of the groups, the “Aristotle” and the “Fibonacci” compare their rules in LASAD.
781Initially, the rules are not very clear but through the discussion in the chat, each group is
782asking for clarification. For example the first rule that the “Fibonacci” subgroup has shared is
783the eXpresser rule (((a*3)+(a*2)*2)+3)+2) but they haven’t made clear what ‘a’ represents
784(see Fig. 16). Mikis from the Aristotle group asks, What about the blue blocks and the red
785blocks? The Fibonacci group answers ‘a’ is the model number (i.e., the variable that represents
786the number of holes – see Fig. 16). In further clarifications, the Fibonacci group answers a*3
787[to find the blocks in the green bar]+(a*2)*2 [to find the blocks in each horizontal blue bar] +
7883 [the red bar] +2 [the two blue blocks on top and below the red block]. One of the rules that
789the Aristotle group found is 5*x + 2*(x−1) (see Fig. 17). But some members of the Fibonacci
790group are not convinced that this rule is correct. Figure 18 shows a small part of a LASAD
791map in which Tom from the Aristotle group and Joel from the Fibonacci group argue with each
792other. In Box 7, Tom animates his rule – by such turning this animation to a referable object
793shared in LASAD; In Box 41, he comments that for x=1, a blue line only is generated. He
794disqualifies the rule in Box 49 in quite vague terms. Following this assessment, as shown in
795Fig. 19 which shows another part of the LASAD discussion between Tom and Joel, Tom
796modifies the rule from 5*x + 2*(x−1) to 5*(y+1) + 2*y (Box 51). The variable y represents
797now the number of yellow columns (and thus implicitly the number of gaps in the pattern) (not
798part of Fig. 19). This suggestion is certainly acceptable. It points at full compliance with the
799constraints of eXpresser, according to which the variable should be the number of gaps and
800should indicate a pattern. The rule 5*x + 2*(x−1) does not show any yellow column when x=

Fig. 16 The model of the Fibonacci subgroup. The model is made out of a building block of green columns
repeated a times. The students also used a red building block for the edge and two blue tiles on top and below the
red block). Then they used a horizontal building block of 2 tiles repeated also a times above and below the green
columns
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8011, and by such, does not show any pattern to be repeated. However, it is fully acceptable from
802an algebraic point of view. The disqualification of the rule is then technically understandable
803but is mathematically wrong. The presence of a good teacher would have responded to this
804weakness.

Fig. 18 Tom from the ‘Aristotle’ group shares his model with Joel from the Fibonacci group who is critical to
the rule Tom proposes and disqualifies it

Fig. 17 The model of the Aristotle’s subgroup: x is used to represent the number of 5-tile (blue) columns. This
means that for x=1, there are only 5 tiles in the model – the first blue column. The yellow column is repeated (x-
1) times and therefore when x=1 it does not appear at all
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805The unguided interaction between the students led to an interesting conclusion, though. We
806see in Box 52 (Fig. 19) that the rule that “Aristotle” team shared (box 51) is not only approved
807by both teams but also leads to box 55 where it is being tested for equivalence with the rule of
808the Fibonacci team. This is because both teams have animated their rules and have evidenced
809that for y = 5, 2y + 5(y+1) = 40 (Aristotle group) and for a=5, (((a*3)+(a*2)*2)+3)+2) = 40
810(Fibonacci group). This justification strategy was a common way of mutual peer assessment.
811This kind of peer assessment is interactive and as such is more susceptible to lead to learning,
812as stated by Kollar and Fischer (2010). This interactivity of peer assessment was afforded by
813referable objects in Lasad discussions, which led groups to test and to correct each other’s rules
814through creating an approved model on the eXpresser microworld. Referable objects in LASA
815D maps then supported interactive peer assessment. We did not forecast this phenomenon. We
816recognized the necessity to integrate group inquiry and argumentation. This integration, which
817was realised through the insertion of referable objects of experience in argumentative maps,
818boosts interactive peer assessment for learning.

819Discussion

820The three cases we presented occurred in a classroom with several parallel groups and a
821teacher whose rare interventions consisted of prompting collaborative behaviours. This fact is
822noteworthy (see another example in Schwarz and Asterhan 2011). It shows that something
823special happened, since unguided group work at learning tasks is generally unproductive
824( Q13Webb, 2009). For all cases, groups engaged in inquiry, problem solving and argumentation.
825We could not present here clear evidence for progress, but the first case, which depicts the last
826session of a course, shows highly skilled students in designing/solving challenging problems.
827It is reasonable to think that the students progressed considerably in L2L. A comparison
828between the first and last sessions (that we did not present here to keep the length of the article
829reasonable) would have demonstrated such a progression. The Metafora environment

Fig. 19 Tom and Joel represent their groups in these LASAD contributions that help to refine the rule of the
Aristotle group (box 51) and subsequently test it for equivalence against the Fibonacci rule (box 55)
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830facilitated this progression as it provided a visual language for inquiry as well as for
831argumentation. Our ambition in this paper was bigger. We conceived of a more encompassing
832competence than L2L. In Learning to Learn Together, L2L is nested into collaboration. We
833envisioned several L2L2 practices to be implemented and we equipped Metafora with what we
834thought to be affordances of those practices. The three cases show the actual practices
835implemented. Some of these practices fulfilled our expectations, while others contained
836surprises. We list here these practices and stress the role of Metafora in their enactment.

837On-going reporting on and planning of collective problem-solving/inquiry

838The efforts of problem solvers/inquirers working collaboratively or individually are punctuated
839with the inscription in some common space of the actions thus far completed. The Metafora
840planning tool served in the first two cases as the material space on which this inscription is
841done, through cards that represent strategies, stages, and procedures that represent actions and
842activities taken or foreseen to be taken by the group, both past and future. These cards mix
843problem solving/inquiry categories with categories of group work. As we saw, through such
844inscriptions, groups reflected on their work and planned future lines of action. Texts such as
845“How do we function?”, “What will we do or what did we do?”, and especially interjections
846such as “Why did you do it?” or simply “What” or “Why” suggest that the space created by the
847Planning tool affords collective reflection. In the first case, the planning also served as a
848material space to plan future actions. In the second case, the teacher sent a half-baked plan to
849the group of students – a way to boost collective reflection and mutual engagement. In both
850cases, the construction of the plan or the inscription of the report promoted further work.

851Critical discussion of plans and past work

852This practice was omnipresent in the contexts of the three cases. It was embedded through
853LASAD, which provides tools for visualizing argumentation. Expressions such as “what did I
854see?”, “what is my interpretation”, “do I agree with my pal?” are typically typed in LASAD
855maps. In the second case, LASAD was used before or after the use of the Planning tool.
856Accordingly, students alternated their engagement as individuals and members of a group:
857individual arguments and opinions were accounted for and possibly challenged by the group,
858further plans and explorations were planned in order to reach an agreed solution to the
859challenge at hand. In the second case, a LASAD discussion allowed all students to discuss
860their opinions and arguments about the photograph. Following the teacher’s instruction to
861partition the picture and to explore each part separately, the students received a half-baked plan
862that supported their mutual engagement for converging on an agreed explanation about what
863was seen in the Edgerton photograph. The agreed explanation was criticized again during the
864plenary session, represented not as two different opinions within the group, but as a difference
865of opinions shared by the group. This shared difference of opinions was the vehicle for further
866co-exploration.

867Experiencing mathematical/scientific phenomena and recording their deployment

868Experiencing mathematical/scientific phenomena with microworlds is not new. The second
869case (with the Juggler) and the third one (with eXpresser) exemplify that Metafora effectively
870affords experiencing phenomena.
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871Directly linking the experiencing of mathematical/scientific phenomena and critical
872discussions

873In the introductory part, we mentioned the disconnection between inquiry and argumentation.
874We have seen in the third case that Metafora offers the possibility to record critical moments of
875scientific experience as dialectic tools serving as evidence in further activity. This is what we
876saw in the third case when one student challenged his peer who counter-argued by sharing his
877experience with eXpresser – the animation of an algebraic structure. The import of referable
878objects in LASAD maps, enables the direct branching of experiences undertaken by students
879into their argumentation. As shown in the third case, this direct branching led students to assess
880what was claimed by their peers because they could directly test the evidence brought forward
881to support their claims (about an algebraic equivalence) in an argumentative process.

882On-line adaptive intervention of the teacher in group work

883The Message Tool, with its specific openers, was targeted to L2L2 behaviors. We showed one
884example of how a message sent to students (in the first case) could encourage one student to
885share an interesting idea with his peers, and support a moment of consultation that led the
886group to change its strategy for solving the problem at stake. The adaptation of the message to
887the group’s needs originated from the scrutiny of the teacher over the Metafora plan that served
888as the footprints of the progression of the group in problem solving. In spite of this success, in
889the other courses, the teacher did not use the message tool as she found it difficult to map
890openers and messages to the deployment of group work.
891To sum up, we could list the main practices that emerged during the experiments we
892instigated (first research question) and we showed the centrality of Metafora in their enactment
893(second research question). An important question remains, though whether these practices are
894desirable.

895Are the practices observed desirable according to L2L2 objectives?

896The answer to this question can be given by observing the smooth integration of these
897practices with the teacher’s actions, which are ostensibly directed at promoting L2L2. Indeed,
898in both the first and the second case, the teacher incessantly enunciated the envisioned
899components of L2L2: collective reflection, mutual engagement, and peer group assessment.
900This articulation smoothly combined with inquiry, problem solving, and argumentation activ-
901ities. For example, in both cases, the teacher chose an ambiguous picture for presenting a
902challenge leading to disagreement among students and to a subsequent LASAD discussion.
903The teacher also provided a half-baked plan for boosting a collective plan of action. The
904teacher used the Plan map projected by the presenters to contrast between the possible
905interpretations and to push students to rely on possible evidence for grounding conflicting
906interpretations. She amplified uncertainty and ambiguity (e.g., “is it certain?”, “are you sure?”)
907in order to allow the creation of a student discussion space, instead of telling them what is the
908right answer. Here also, this mediation led students to be more aware of their differences of
909opinions, and to engage in their resolution. Finally, as the teacher realized that students are not
910able to analyse more deeply the stroboscopic picture, she decided to encourage students to turn
911to the “Juggler” microworld, which is integrated in Metafora for experiencing ballistic
912trajectories and measuring positions of bodies in motion at different times. In other words,
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913the practices mediated by the Metafora system fitted the actions of the teacher who exhibited
914his/her commitment to L2L2 objectives. The third case showed the unguided emergence of
915peer group assessment when students argued together and brought snapshots of their inquiries
916in their argumentative maps. This practice clearly realizes L2L2 objectives.

917Concluding remarks: is L2L2 a clear educational goal and was it attained?

918We have presented L2L2 as a coherent educational goal directed at small groups to
919promote their learning to collaborate when facing L2L tasks – i.e., inquiry and
920argumentation. The mosaic of practices we just listed looks like a potpourri that
921challenges this coherence. The conjunction of collaboration, inquiry and argumentation
922seems to convey eclectics rather than coherence. However, the experiments we
923undertook provide a more integrative picture. For example, the integration between
924inquiry and argumentation achieved by referable objects that bring critical moments of
925experience in e-argumentative maps led to peer group assessment: In this particular
926context, peer group assessment is perceived as a need to confront an experience with
927a microworld as a way to support one’s own claims. It is probable that peer group
928assessment hardly emerged in the other cases because it was not felt as a need.
929A more direct sign of the coherence of L2L2 is its context: the task at stake is too difficult
930for the individual and collaboration is felt as a necessity. Collective reflection afforded by the
931Metafora plan, enables students to report on past moves or to undertake an on-going plan of
932future moves. The common space leads students to account for past efforts of members of the
933group and for the co-elaboration of material on which they are reflecting. Mutual engagement
934is omnipresent in the two first cases: in Ram’s decision not to contribute with an insight that
935would have shown that, again, “he was right”, towards a communal effort to solve the problem
936initiated by Walid and Rose. Mutual engagement was also visible in the second case – in the
937remodeled plan the group decides to construct after receiving the half-baked plan. It is also
938salient when Ely does not repeat his statement (that the ball reached the floor) but prefers to put
939a question mark to indicate uncertainty on whether the player first threw the ball up or just
940dropped it: the group doubts it, although he has his own opinion. The interaction with his
941group through the Metafora tools led Ely to take more responsibility towards the group’s
942position; he detached himself from his previous argument to a more general statement (“there
943is some disagreement here” rather than “I don’t agree with…”), which suggest inclusion rather
944than exclusion. During the further sessions, the group was mature enough for a full-fledged
945collaborative work including experiencing ballistics with a microworld, collecting data and
946analysing them, to reach the desired solution. Again, collaboration is seen as the necessary way
947to handle the complexity of inquiry and argumentation. Students perceived this necessity
948because of the affordances of Metafora.
949Do the three cases show that L2L2 was mastered? The first case alludes to a progression in
950L2L2: At the beginning, Ram used to dominate his group and even to induce his peers into his
951mistakes. In the last activity, he gave up a good idea of his own when he saw that it could
952impair the workflow of his peers and helped them elaborate their ideas. The sacrifice of a good
953personal idea for the sake of the advancement of the group is a laudable act, but, sometimes,
954the benefit of the group consists in the best ideas of the individuals. Anyway, the overall
955functioning of the two groups in the last activity with respect to collaboration in inquiring and
956arguing was remarkable. They became a ‘thinking group’ (Stahl 2006) in spite of the high
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957tension between cognitive and social perspectives that argumentation or inquiry imposes. Both
958groups in the first case designed an impressive challenge for promoting group learning
959according to the three envisioned characteristics of group work – including hints for collective
960reflective or collective responsibility. The fact that peer assessment was rare suggests that
961the balance between the good functioning of the group as an entity and the best
962results in inquiry and argumentation was not reached: peer assessment in inquiry
963should be highly critical concerning the ideas at stake but respectful concerning the
964relationships in the group. The second case showed the enactment of desirable
965practices but the support of the teacher was incessant. As for the third case, it
966presented a nuanced situation, as one of the instances boosted algebraic thinking
967but the second one impaired it, mainly because an adult did not mediate it.
968To conclude, L2L2 seems to be a worthy goal and the experiments we undertook showed
969that L2L2 was partially promoted. The first cycle of design-based research on L2L2, which we
970described, leaves many issues still open. Perhaps the major issue is how to motivate students to
971work in small groups committed to L2L2. The classical goal achievements – mastery and
972ability goals – does not seem to fit the usual motivation of students. They must somehow be
973motivated to engage in a learning task, to be accountable to the advancement of the best ideas
974and to care for sustaining the group.

975
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